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The 
Role of ICTs in 
Preventing, Responding to and 
Recovering from Conflict

WSIS Tunis 2005 
ICT4Peace/UN ICT Task Force
(http://bit.ly/1bR0yPI)



The UN 
World 

Summit on 
the 

Information 
Society 

(WSIS) in 
Tunis 2005 

•Paragraph 36 of the World Summit on the Information 
Society (WSIS) Tunis Declaration (2005):

•“36. We value the potential of ICTs to promote peace 
and to prevent conflict which, inter alia, negatively 
affects achieving development goals. ICTs can be 
used for identifying conflict situations through early-
warning systems preventing conflicts, promoting their 
peaceful resolution, supporting humanitarian action, 
including protection of civilians in armed conflicts, 
facilitating peacekeeping missions, and assisting post 
conflict peace-building and reconstruction.”between
peoples, communities and stakeholders involved in 
crisis management, humanitarian aid and 
peacebuilding.



https://ict4peace.org/about-us/mission/

https://ict4peace.org/about-us/mission/


ICT4Peace’s interlinked Areas of Work:

1. Since 2004 using ICTs, new media etc. by the international community/UN for 
Peaceful Purposes  inter alia humanitarian operations, peace-keeping and peace 
building; UN Crisis Information Management Strategy

2. Since 2007 Promotion of Peace and Security in the Cyberspace (to maintain an 
open, secure, stable, accessible and peaceful ICT environment (International, 
Norms, CBMs, Capacity Building = OEWG, UN GGE, OSCE, ASEAN, ARF, OAS, AU)
Law
3. 2016 Mandate by UN Security Council for regarding Prevention of Use of ICTs for 
Terrorist Purposes (also called Tech Against Terrorism). 

4. Artificial Intelligence (AI), Lethal Autonomous Weapons Sytems (LAWS) and 
Peace Time Threats in Cooperation with Zurich Hub for Technology (ZHET) +ETH + 
Industy

5. AI, Fake New and Democracy  in cooperation with ZHET





UN Secretary-General 2010 Crisis Information Strategy
(A/65/491)

Crisis information management strategy. The Crisis 
Information Management Strategy is based on the 
recognition that the United Nations, its Member 
States, constituent agencies and non-governmental 
organizations need to improve such information 
management capacity in the identification, 
prevention, mitigation, response and recovery of all 
types of crises, natural as well as man- made. The 
strategy will leverage and enhance this capacity and 
provide mechanisms to integrate and share 
information across the United Nations system. 

The Office of Information and Communications 
Technology (CITO), together with the Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), the 
Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the 
Department of Field Suppor (DPKO and DFS), has 
worked closely with United Nations organizations 
such as the Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the United 
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and WFP and other 
entities such as the ICT for Peace Foundation in 
developing and implementing this strategy. It is 
envisaged that membership will be expanded to 
include other United Nations organizations in the near 
future.



CiMS
Vision

Information
Architecture/
Governance

Technology
Development

Stakeholder
Management

Critical Success Factors

CIM Strategy

Business Drivers Technology Drivers

•Leadership
• Funding

• Evaluation
• Incrementalism

STRATEGIC PROGRAMMES

Capacity 
Building

Outcomes



New Tools: Mapping and Crowdsourcing for CiM - Learning from 
Kenya 2007, Haiti 2010, Libya, Typhoon Yolanda etc. etc. 

Technology Development Programme
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Information break-down in crisis situation

New media

Mainstream media

Traditional Sources

• Twitter
• Flickr
• Blogs
• SMS / MMS / Mobiles
• Social networks
• GIS

• CNN / BBC / Al Jazeera
• Local / National TV and radio
• Print media (mainstream / regional)
• Alternative print media

• Sit reps
• Open Data Open Gov Data
• Humanitarian Information Centres
• Agency databases / email lists
• Personal contacts / relationships



Improving 
Crisis 

Information 
Management 
in the Field: 
MONUSCO



CiM Training 
Course for IM using 
ICTs and big data, 

social and new 
media, ENTRI 

Course  in 
Cooperation with 

ZIF and FBA



The future of 
(UN) 
peacekeeping

• In June 2014, UN Under-Secretaries-General Hervé Ladsous (DPKO) 
and Ameerah Haq (DFS) announced the appointment of a five-
member Expert Panel, lead by ASG Jane Holl Lute, to advise them 
on how best to use new technologies and innovations to benefit 
United Nations peacekeeping to be “a force for peace, a force for 
change, and a force for the future.”(See also here).

• Along with other partner organisations, ICT4Peace’s Daniel 
Stauffacher was invited to discuss with the UN Expert Panel inter 
alia the following questions:

• What available technologies have the potential for improving the 
conduct of peace operations?

• (How) are they employed by the United Nations and other organizations? What 
lessons have been learned?

• What are the challenges evolving around the use of these technologies? How can 
they be addressed properly?

• https://ict4peace.org/activities/contributions-to-un-expert-panel-
on-technology-and-innovation-in-peace-operations/

http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/documents/Expert-Panel_Technology-Innovation_UNPeacekeeping.pdf
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47916&amp;.U7BygLHA9vA
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47916&amp;.U7BygLHA9vA
https://ict4peace.org/?p=3203


Social media and 
peacekeeping
• Looking at four key opportunities, Sanjana noted the 

ability to and importance of engaging the last mile (i.e. 
local communities, directly) over social media, how a 
better understanding of complexity could help stronger 
strategic interventions, how social media was already 
inextricably entwined in the governance frameworks of 
many countries and contexts, and finally, how it could 
be used to reach out to a new, younger demographic in 
support of mission, mandate and UN writ large.

• https://ict4peace.org/activities/crisis-information-
management-capacity-building/implications-of-the-
reforms-on-peace-operations-presentation-to-un-
dsrsg-group/





Technology 
and conflict 

mediation

• How will streams of narratives in multiple forms of story-
telling and media impact the framing of peace 
mediation?

• What if the next billion coming online and using social 
media have a very different understanding of the 
normative values of peace mediation, based on liberal 
democracy and judeo-Christian values? Will the 
negotiation of difference around a mediation process be 
its own driver of violence?

• How can peace mediators and a mediation process sift 
the noise generated by social media, from what is 
actionable intelligence that can help shape the 
discussions, and the contours of the mediation process?

• https://ict4peace.org/activities/policy-research/policy-
research-ict/the-janus-effect-social-media-in-peace-
mediation/ 





Input into 
the UN’s HLP 

on Digital 
Cooperation









The 
Cybersecurity 
Challenge

Many states are pursuing 
military cyber-capabilities: 
UNIDIR Cyber Index: more 

than 114 national cyber 
security programs world-
wide, more than 45 have 
cyber-security programs 

that give some role to the 
armed forces. 

A private can obtain, train 
and use cyber weapons of 

war.

Damaging of a country’s 
certain critical 

infrastructure: power, 
transport, financial sector 

etc. is possible. 

The step from common 
crime to politically 

motivated acts, even 
terrorism, is not far.



The Cyber 
Security 

Challenge: 
What Can be 

Done ?

• These scenarios show that we need: 

• to engage in an international discussion on the norms and principles of 
responsible state behavior in cyber space, including on the conduct of 
cyber warfare, and its possible exclusion or mitigation  

• In order to establish a universal understanding of the norms and 
principles of responsible state behavior in cyber space, we need to 
turn to the United Nations (such as UN GA, UNGGE, WSIS  Geneva 
Action Line 5)

• To prevent an escalation we need to develop  Confidence Building 
Measures (CBMs) (e.g. Bilateral Agreements, OSCE, ARF, UN GGE)

• We need Capacity Building at all levels (policy, diplomatic and 
technical) to include also developing and emerging countries



ICT4Peace Policy Research and Advocacy on Peace, Trust and 
Security in Cyberspace
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• Critical Infrastructure 
Protection

• Private Certs
• Private Critical

Infrastructure 
Protection

• Big Companies
• SMEs
• Resilience

• National cybersecurity
legislation

• Cyber Security
Strategy

• Industry Standards
• Cybersecurity

Governance
• Compliance
• Insurance
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• CERT-CERT 
Cooperation

• Assistance in incident
recovery

• Assistance in 
investigation and
prosecution

• Assistance to
Governments

• Solving technical
flaws: Wannacry
(MFST), Apple, Intel

• UN Charter and IL
(ITU, Human Rights, 
LOAC/IHL,

• Cybercrime Conv.
• Voluntary norms (GGE, 

MSFT etc.)
• CBMs (OSCE, ARF)
• Security Council on ICT 

and Terrorism
• Global Culture of 

Cybersecurity

• Geneva Digital 
Convention
(Microsoft)

• Microsoft norms
proposals

• Siemens Charter
• Commitment to

solve technical flaws
• Cooperation intra-

Industry (start-ups)

Technical Normative
ICT4PEACE MATRIX: NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL  GOALS AND MEASURES OF CYBERSECURITY

RESILIENCE

COOPERATION

PREDICTABILITY

ACCOUNTABILITY

Institution 
and

Capacity-
Building

Copyright | ICT4Peace Foundation 2018





ICT4Peace 
Cybersecurity policy 

and diplomacy 
capacity building 

program with 
different regional 

organisations. 



Capacity Building 
for International 

Cybersecurity 
Negotiations 

Singapore October 
2015





Cybersecurity 
and Resilient 
Internet
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April 2017
Presentation by Adam Hadley
adamhadley@ict4peace.org

Private Sector Engagement in 
Responding to the Use of the Internet 
and ICT for Terrorist Purposes
Strengthening Dialogue and Building Trust
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We presented our summary report for Phase 1 at the UN in Dec

techagainstterrorism.org
Google: UN private sector engagement ICT For Peace



A joint project implemented by UN CTED and ICT4Peace Foundation 
under mandate of the United Nations Security Council Counter-Terrorism Committee

Connecting industry, government, and civil society to prevent
the terrorist use of the internet whilst respecting human rights

techagainstterrorism.org   @techvsterrorism







Christchurch Call
• Calls on Governments, Civil Society and Private Sector (Social 

Media Companies) “to eliminate terrorist and violent extremist 
content online”.

• https://www.christchurchcall.com/index.html 



Governments





Sanjana 
Hattotuwa (Sri 
Lanka)
TED Fellow, 
Special Advisor, 
IC4Peace 





Artificial 
Intelligence 

and ‘Fake 
News’: 

Recording of 
public lecture

• Sanjana then looked at some factors, from the visual 
design of social media platforms to shifting markers 
of veracity of online content, that aided the spread 
and generation of misinformation. Three key effects 
of misinformation were flagged, and how such 
content was able to,

• Amplify partisan frames
• Drown out inconvenient truths
• Seed distrust at scale

• https://ict4peace.org/activities/policy-
research/policy-research-ict/artificial-intelligence-
and-fake-news-recording-of-public-lecture/



Countering 
Violent 

Extremism 
(CVE) work in 
Afghanistan, 
Myanmar & 
the Balkans

• Work to strengthen civil society capacity on CVE
• Training independent journalists, including 

women, on social media as well as digital 
security

• Strategic communications for NGOs and CSOs in 
remote areas against violent non-state actors

• Risk assessment using open source intelligence 
frameworks

• Social media training, including using Facebook 
and Instant Messaging for content 
dissemination in austere contexts



Support of the 
UN’s new plan 

of action 
against hate 

speech

• United Nations – Welcoming the United Nations 
Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech, 
https://ict4peace.org/activities/responding-to-
preventing-violent-extremism-using-icts-and-
the-internet/welcoming-the-united-nations-
strategy-and-plan-of-action-on-hate-speech/

• The Foundation’s research into and work on the 
complex, fluid dynamics of hate speech, over a 
decade and across five continents, strongly 
complements the capture and submission of 
the problem space by the Secretary-General in 
his remarks at the launch of the strategy.







Artificial Intelligence

• Research field with rapid progress
• Currently: Weak AI – performance in a specific area. (vs. strong AI)
• Highly ‘intelligent’ -> ‘autonomous’: unpredictability, loss of 

human  control and responsibility?
• Inherently dual-use

Artificial Intelligence: Lethal Autonomous Weapons  
Systems and Peace Time Threats 1



Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems

Samsung TECHWI SGR-A1  
Source: Samsung TECHWI

Dassault nEUROn
Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle  
(UCAV) Source: Dassault Aviation

2

Dassault nEUROn
Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle  
(UCAV) Source: Dassault Aviation

X-41 ?
Source: Space.com

ICRC 2016: Identify, select, track, attack target with little or no human involvement



Peace-Time Threats

5

1. AI-enabled technology and mass disinformation
2. AI-enabled technology in the justice system
3. AI-enabled technology in light of resource-scarcity 

during  times of crisis
4.New (artificial) species – a threat for humanity?  
5. …?



United Nations Convention on Certain  
Conventional Weapons

• Informal discussions 
20014- 2016; Group of  
Governmental Experts
2016

• 2018 Report with
emerging Principles

• Legality
• (Working) Definitions

Meeting of the High Contracting Parties to the CCW,  
Geneva 2014. Source: GICHD.

3



HUMAN 
RIGHTS

• The protection of human rights – particularly the freedom of 
expression and of opinion - has figured strongly in 
discussions and debates surrounding cyberspace.

• A major milestone was reached when the UN Human Rights 
Council adopted a Resolution in 2012 ‘affirm[ing] that the 
same rights that people have offline must also be protected 
online. 

• A series of events led to this affirmation. For example, in 
May 2011, the G8 adopted the Declaration on Renewed 
Commitment for Freedom and Democracy. Noting that the 
Internet poses a ‘unique information and education 
resource,’ the Declaration acknowledges its potential as a 
tool to promote human rights, freedom and democracy 
while stressing the importance of openness, transparency, 
and freedom as the essential driving forces behind the 
success and development of the Internet.



Statements on 
disinformation 
by David Kaye

• Hate speech: UN experts make joint call for action 
by states and social media firms, 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Displ
ayNews.aspx?NewsID=25037&LangID=E 

• JOINT DECLARATION ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 
AND “FAKE NEWS”, DISINFORMATION AND 
PROPAGANDA, 
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796?download=true

• Freedom of Expression Monitors Issue Joint 
Declaration on ‘Fake News’, Disinformation and 
Propaganda, 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Displ
ayNews.aspx?NewsID=21287&LangID=E  





Our team



THANK YOU
danielstauffacher@ict4peace.org


